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Physical Human–Robot Interaction Control of an
Upper Limb Exoskeleton With a Decentralized

Neuroadaptive Control Scheme
Mahdi Hejrati and Jouni Mattila

Abstract— Within the concept of physical human–robot inter-
action (pHRI), the paramount criterion is the safety of the
human operator interacting with a high-degree-of-freedom (DoF)
robot. Consequently, there is a substantial demand for a robust
control scheme to establish safe pHRI and stabilize nonlinear,
high DoF systems. In this article, an adaptive decentralized
control strategy is designed to accomplish the abovementioned
objectives. A human upper limb model and an exoskeleton
model are decentralized and augmented at the subsystem level
to enable decentralized control action design. Human exogenous
torque (HET), which can resist exoskeleton motion, is estimated
using radial basis function neural networks (RBFNNs). Esti-
mating human upper limb and robot rigid body parameters,
as well as HET, makes the controller adaptable to different
operators, ensuring their physical safety during the interaction.
To guarantee both safe operation and stability, the barrier
Lyapunov function (BLF) is utilized to adjust the control law.
This study also considers unknown actuator uncertainties and
constraints to ensure a smooth and secure pHRI. In addition,
it is shown that incorporating RBFNNs and BLF into the original
virtual decomposition control (VDC) improved its performance.
The asymptotic stability of the entire system is established
through the concept of virtual stability and virtual power
flows (VPFs) under the proposed robust controller. Experimental
results are presented and compared with those obtained using
proportional-derivative (PD) and proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controllers to showcase the robustness and superior per-
formance of the designed controller, particularly in controlling
the last two joints of the robot.

Index Terms— Adaptive decentralized control, input and state
constraints, physical human–robot interactions (pHRIs), wear-
able robots.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Overview

PHYSICAL human–robot interaction (pHRI) combines
human and robotic capabilities through physical inter-

action to carry out an assigned task. The typical application
modes of such an interaction are assistance, cooperation, and
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teleoperation. Exoskeletons are wearable robots that can work
in both assistance mode and teleoperation mode. In assistance
mode, pHRI can be either for short-term activities, such as
performing daily tasks, or for more prolonged activities, such
as a power extender [1]. In contrast, in teleoperation mode,
exoskeletons are utilized as master robots that are worn by
the operator, sending, and receiving commands to a slave
robot. Therefore, pHRI persists until the task on the slave side
is completed [2]. These applications require close, safe, and
dependable physical interactions between humans and robots
within a shared workspace [3]. The overarching research
objective in safe pHRI has three categories: interaction safety
assessment, interaction safety through design, and interac-
tion safety through planning and control [4]. In this article,
we focused on the safety aspect of pHRI through control
and designed a decentralized control scheme that is aimed
at not only ensuring safety but also achieving precise control
objectives.

B. Related Works

1) Exoskeleton Control: In the pHRI concept, exoskeletons
can work in active or passive assistance mode. In passive
assistance mode, the goal of the exoskeleton is to track the
desired trajectory while supporting a human limb. In the
active assistance mode, the exoskeleton helps humans to
accomplish a task while compensating for part of the required
force [5]. Both approaches have been widely examined in
the literature for task space [6], [7] and joint space [8].
In [9], a nonlinear disturbance observer-based controller with
a fuzzy approximation is designed to accomplish control
objectives in the presence of model uncertainties and input
constraints. In [10], dynamic uncertainty has been handled
utilizing the time delay estimation (TDE) method, and an
adaptive backstepping control method has been employed to
achieve control goals. Radial basis function neural networks
(RBFNNs) along with an adaptive backstepping sliding mode
control (SMC) method have been utilized in [11] to address
uncertainty and achieve control objectives. The compliant
control of an upper limb exoskeleton based on SMC has
been investigated in [12]. Moreover, in [13], integral second-
order SMC has been exploited for the control problem of
upper limb exoskeletons. Although the abovementioned con-
trol schemes have shown good performance, they are difficult
to implement. For example, backstepping can result in an
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explosion of complexity, even for a simple system [14].
In addition, the mentioned works are based on the Lagrangian
dynamics models of robots. Notably, these methods entail a
level of computational complexity (computational burden) that
scales proportionally to the fourth power of the degrees of
freedom (DOFs) [15]. It can be expected that new subsystem-
dynamics-based control design methods that are grounded
in Newton–Euler (NE) dynamics will gain more popularity
[16]. One of these emerging NE-based control approaches is
known as virtual decomposition control (VDC), as introduced
in [15]. VDC offers the advantage of a computational burden
proportional to the number of subsystems rather than the fourth
power of DOFs in motion. Furthermore, the VDC approach
does not suffer from the explosion of complexity, because
it breaks down the entire complex system into subsystems
and focuses on controller design and stability analysis at the
subsystem level. In light of these factors, to ensure the safe
pHRI of high-DoF robots, such as the seven-DoF upper limb
exoskeleton in this study (Fig. 1), a decentralized control
scheme is designed by employing VDC. A comprehensive
explanation of VDC is presented in Section II.

2) Safe pHRI Control: To guarantee interaction safety
through control during pHRI, several factors must be taken
into account in the controller design. The first issue is actuator
input constraints, for instance, saturation, dead zone, or back-
lash. Actuator constraints widely exist in robotic systems
and can destroy control performance and result in instability
and unsafe pHRI [17]. In [18], a saturated adaptive robust
controller is designed to handle possible actuator saturation
and model uncertainties. However, one well-known approach
to address these constraints is exploiting RBFNNs. Due to their
universal function approximation ability, RBFNNs are mostly
utilized to estimate unknown functions in robotics systems.
In [19], RBFNNs have been employed to estimate dead zone.
In [20], RBFNNs along with an auxiliary term have been
introduced to handle input saturation.

The second factor that can affect the safety of pHRI is
the accuracy of the represented dynamics of the human limb
and robot. Due to the existence of unmodeled dynamics in
the robot model, especially in the actuator part, operating
at high frequency can excite those unmodeled dynamics and
result in instability and unsafe pHRI. Numerous works have
been performed to address unmodeled dynamics in robotic
systems [21], [22]. In addition to robot dynamics, human limb
dynamics must be considered in the pHRI model. In [23], the
impact of human dynamics on pHRI has been investigated, and
its importance has been shown. To consider human upper limb
dynamics in interaction with exoskeletons, a number of chal-
lenges must be overcome, e.g., estimating human exogenous
torques (HET) and deriving inertia, damping, and stiffness
matrices for a second-order dynamic model. Different methods
have been proposed to estimate HETs. In [24], the HET has
been estimated using a fast parameter adaptation function.
In [25], HET has been expressed in a linear-in-parameter form,
and the unknown constant part was estimated by a projec-
tion function. While VDC is fundamentally a model-based
controller, complete knowledge of the system is not always
accessible. A primary objective of this study is to address the

Fig. 1. (a) Upper limb exoskeleton utilized in this study for pHRI and
(b) joints configuration of the exoskeleton.

aforementioned challenges by integrating RBFNNs into the
control law. This integration enhances the safety of physical
pHRI and allows us to retain the advantageous characteristics
of the NE-based controller, all the while considering the pHRI
model in the control design and effectively addressing system
constraints and uncertainties.

The third challenge for safety in pHRI is state constraints.
Although the mechanical range of exoskeletons is achiev-
able for human operators, some postures can cause harm to
operators due to fast robot movement, applied high torque
from robot to operator, or high tracking error. To take this
constraint into account, the barrier Lyapunov function (BLF)
with tangent, cosecant, and logarithm functions is utilized in
the literature [26], [27], [28]. In this work, for the first time
in the context of the VDC approach, the logarithmic BLF is
utilized to modify the control law to handle state constraints.
This required the incorporation of BLF into the virtual sta-
bility concept while keeping the decentralized feature of the
control scheme, which increased the complexity of the stability
analysis.

C. Aims and Contributions

The primary objective of this article is to employ VDC
as a decentralized control scheme to control pHRI amid
the presence of unknown, unmodeled dynamics and input
constraints. To ensure a safe pHRI, we consider and address
state constraints by exploiting the BLF. In addition, for a more
precise pHRI model and enhanced safety, we estimate both
HET and human arm characteristics, including mass, damping,
and stiffness matrices, at the subsystem level. RBFNNs are
also employed to tackle unknown combined input constraints
and unmodeled dynamics. To increase the robustness of the
controller, the unknown disturbance is considered and esti-
mated by RBFNNs. Notably, each of these contributions is
being made for the first time in the context of the VDC
approach. These contributions necessitated modifications in
the modeling phase and addressing complexities in stability
analysis while upholding the decentralized nature of the VDC
approach. The contributions of this article are expressed as
follows.

1) An augmented human–robot model is derived and uti-
lized for pHRI control. The proposed model represents
the interaction model in joint space.
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2) The exoskeleton robot in this study, ABLE [29], which is
demonstrated in Fig. 1, has a complex forearm and wrist
mechanism composed of a belt, ball screw, and cable.
In order to handle the unmodeled dynamics and input
constraints in such actuators, RBFNNs are employed.
In addition, HET in the human–robot augmented model
is estimated by RBFNNs. These increased the robustness
of the VDC controller.

3) BLF is exploited to apply state constraints to the system.
This ensures the physical safety of pHRI as well as
asymptotic stability by keeping the joints inside the
predefined safe region. The incorporation of these contri-
butions into VDC not only resulted in a robust VDC but
also improved its performance. The asymptotic stability
of the overall system in the presence of the presented
controller is proven by means of the virtual stability
concept and experimentally validated.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
expresses the fundamental mathematics of the VDC approach
along with the essential lemmas and definitions utilized in this
article. Section III describes the procedure of decentralization
and augmentation of human upper limb dynamics with robot
dynamics at the subsystem level. Control design and stability
analysis are performed in Section IV. Experimental results are
provided in Section V, and the validity of the stability and
control results is verified. Finally, Section VI concludes this
study.

II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES

A. Virtual Decomposition Control

VDC [15] keeps the overall robotic system asymptotically
stable by using subsystem dynamics (link connections and
joints). The use of a scalar term called the virtual power
flow (VPF), which is defined as the inner product of the
velocity error and the force error in a common frame, is one
element of this method. The VPF is introduced at each virtual
cutting point (VCP), where a virtual “disconnection” is placed.
The VPF serves as a distinctive definition of the dynamic
interaction between subsystems and is essential in defining
the virtual stability of each subsystem. Because of VCP and
VPF, the entire intricate system, comprising multiple robots
engaged in manipulating common objects while interacting
with an environment, can be decomposed into subsystems.
Each subsystem consists of a rigid body and actuator dynamic
parts. By doing so, the design of control action and stability
analysis for the complex system is converted to design a local
controller at each subsystem level [15]. The local control
law, to be elaborated upon later, has two terms to consider
both dynamics: the first term compensates for the dynamics
of the rigid body, such as gravitational and inertia effects,
while the second term computes the required action to achieve
the control goal of the subsystem. Each term is separately
computed, and therefore, the nonlinearity of the coupled rigid
body and actuator dynamics is avoided in designing the local
control law, while the nonlinearity of the entire system is
considered in the overall control law. As a result, this method
is specifically designed for controlling complex systems, with

many significant state-of-the-art control performance improve-
ments with robotic systems [16], [30], [31].

Despite all the abovementioned advantages of VDC, it suf-
fers from some drawbacks. Since the VDC approach deals with
the decomposed model, incorporating existing methods, such
as time-varying BLF and prescribed performance methods to
VDC, is not as easy as for other methods, such as back-
stepping. In the VDC model for the hydraulic manipulator,
it is even difficult to incorporate constant BLF. In addition,
it uses a projection function for parameter estimation, which
requires 13 n adaptation gain and 26 n upper and lower
parameter bounds, with n being the number of rigid bodies.
In cases of high DoF systems, providing such a long list
of parameters is arduous. To remove the projection function,
in [32], we proposed a novel VDC scheme that exploits the
natural adaptation law (NAL) function to estimate unknown
parameters. The NAL function only requires one adaptation
gain for the entire system and removes upper and lower bounds
while ensuring a physical consistency condition. Although
the proposed method in [32] and this study eliminate the
mentioned problem for rigid body parts and actuators with
electric motors, the problem of hydraulic actuators is still
unsolved and requires providing numerous parameters. In [33],
the original VDC approach [15] is utilized to control a seven-
DoF exoskeleton with a projection function for parameter
estimation. In addition, the authors investigated only the joint
tracking control problem, whereas in this article, the goal is
to obtain a safe pHRI considering a complex human–robot
interaction model.

B. VDC Foundations

Consider {B} as a frame that is attached to a rigid
body. Then, the 6-D linear/angular velocity vector BV ∈ ℜ

6

and force/moment vector BF ∈ ℜ
6 can be expressed as

follows [15]:
BV =

[Bv, Bω
]T

, BF =
[ B f, Bm

]T

where Bv ∈ ℜ
3 and Bω ∈ ℜ

3 are the linear and angular
velocities of frame {B}, and B f ∈ ℜ

3 and Bm ∈ ℜ
3 are the

force and moment expressed in frame {B}, respectively. The
transformation matrix that transforms force/moment vectors
and velocity vectors between frames {B} and {T} is [15]

BUT =

[
B RT 03×3(

BrBT ×
)

B RT
B RT

]
(1)

where B RT ∈ ℜ
3×3 is a rotation matrix between frame {B}

and {T}, and (BrBT ×) is a skew-symmetric matrix operator
defined as follows:

BrBT × =

 0 −rz ry

rz 0 −rx

−ry rx 0

 (2)

where BrBT = [rx , ry, rz]
T denotes a vector from the origin

of frame {B} to the origin of frame {T}, expressed in {B}.
Based on the BUT, the force/moment and velocity vectors can
be transformed between frames as follows [15]:

TV =
BU T

T
BV, BF =

BUT
TF . (3)
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Then, the dynamic equation of the free rigid body expressed
in frame {B} can be derived as follows [32]:

MB
d
dt

(BV
)
+ CB

(Bω
) BV + GB =

BF∗ (4)

where MB ∈ ℜ
6×6 is the mass matrix, CB ∈ ℜ

6×6 is the
centrifugal and Coriolis matrix, GB ∈ ℜ

6 is the gravity vector,
and BF∗

∈ ℜ
6 is the net force/moment vector applied to the

rigid body. A detailed formulation of the matrices is provided
in [32].

In the VDC approach, the required velocity is utilized
instead of the desired velocity. The required velocity encom-
passes the desired velocity along with one or two error terms
related to the position or force error in the position or force
control mode, respectively. In this study, the required joint
velocity is defined as follows:

q̇r = q̇d + λ(qd − q) (5)

where λ is a positive constant, q is the joint angle, and q̇d

and qd are the desired joint angular velocity and desired angle,
respectively. The required linear/angular velocity vector BVr ∈

ℜ
6 defined in frame {B} can be derived by utilizing (5) and the

kinematic relations from the base to the end-effector. Then, the
required net force/moment vector can be defined as follows:

BF∗

r = MB
d
dt

(BVr
)
+ CB

(Bω
) BVr + GB +

BFc (6)

where BFc is the VDC control term. In the original VDC
[15], BFc is only a proportional velocity term that engenders
control performance problems in experiments and is difficult
to tune the corresponding gain parameter. In this study, a much
more sophisticated term is proposed to accomplish control
objectives. Furthermore, an integral velocity term is added to
BFc, which removes control performance problems.

The VDC approach breaks down the entire complex system
into subsystems at each VCP and ensures the stability of the
entire system by means of the virtual stability concept. VPFs
will be defined and used to characterize the dynamic interac-
tions among subsystems. The introduction of this terminology
is an important step leading to the definition of virtual stability.

Definition 1 [15]: A nonnegative accompanying function
ν(t) ∈ ℜ is a piecewise, differentiable function possessing
two properties: ν(t) ≥ 0 for t > 0, and ν̇(t) exists almost
everywhere.

Definition 2 [15]: With respect to frame {B}, the VPF
is defined as the inner product of the linear/angular velocity
vector error and the force/moment vector error, that is,

pB =
(BVr −

B V
)T(BFr −

BF
)

(7)

where BVr ∈ ℜ
6 and BFr ∈ ℜ

6 represent the required vectors
of BV ∈ ℜ

6 and BF ∈ ℜ
6, respectively.

Definition 3 [15]: A subsystem that is virtually decom-
posed from a complex robot is said to be virtually stable
with its affiliated vector X (t) being a virtual function and
its affiliated vector y(t) being a virtual function if and only if
there exists a nonnegative accompanying function

ν(t) ≥
1
2
X (t)T PX (t) (8)

such that

ν̇(t) ≤ −y(t)T Q y(t) + pB − pT (9)

holds, subject to ∫
∞

0
s(t)dt ≥ −γs (10)

with 0 ≤ γs < ∞, where P and Q are two block-diagonal
positive-definite matrices, and pB and pT denote the sum of
VPFs in the sense of Definition 2 at frames {B} (placed at
driven VCPs) and {T} (placed at driving VCPs).

Theorem 1 [15]: Consider a complex robot that is virtually
decomposed into subsystems. If all the decomposed subsys-
tems are virtually stable in the sense of Definition 1, then the
entire system is stable.

Theorem 1 is the most important theorem in the VDC
context. It establishes the equivalence between the virtual
stability of every subsystem and the stability of the entire
complex robot. Consequently, it allows us to concentrate on
ensuring the virtual stability of every subsystem in lieu of the
stability of the entire complex robot.

C. Lemmas and Assumptions

In this part, all the lemmas and assumptions that are utilized
in this article are presented.

Assumption 1: For an external disturbance Fd(t) and for
HET τh(t), the following conditions are satisfied:

|Fd(t)| ≤ δ1, |τh(t)| ≤ δ2

with δ1 ≥ 0, δ2 ≥ 0 being unknown constants.
Assumption 2: For the unknown robot model uncertainties

1Fr and 1τr , along with human arm unmodeled dynamics
1Fh and 1τh , we have

|1Fr | ≤ δ3, |1τr | ≤ δ4, |1Fh | ≤ δ5, |1τh | ≤ δ6

where δ3, δ4, δ5, δ6 are positive unknown constants.
These assumptions are made to make sure that the applied

unknown disturbances and uncertainties considered in the
mathematical model are bounded.

Lemma 1 [34]: RBFNNs can be utilized to estimate an
unknown continuous function Z(χ) : ℜ

m
→ ℜ with the

approximation of

Z(χ) = Ŵ T9(χ) + ε̂

where χ = [χ1, χ2, . . . , χm]
T

∈ ℜ
m is the input vector of

the neural networks, Ŵ is the weight vector of the neural
networks, 9(χ) is the basis function of the RBFNNs, and ε̂

is the approximation error. The optimal weight vector W ∗ can
be expressed by

W ∗
= arg min

Ŵ∈ 4N

{ sup
χ∈ 4T

|Ẑ
(
χ |Ŵ

)
− Z(χ)|}

where 4N = {Ŵ |∥Ŵ∥ ≤ κ} is a valid set of vectors with
κ being a design value, 4T is an allowable set of the state
vectors, and Ẑ(χ |Ŵ ) = Ŵ T 9(χ).
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Lemma 2 [35]: For any positive constant kb, let Z := {z ∈

ℜ : −kb < z < kb} ⊂ ℜ and N := ℜ
l
× Z ⊂ ℜ

l+1 be open
sets. Consider the system

η̇ = h̄(t, η)

where η := [ω, z]T
∈ N and h̄ : ℜ+ ×N → ℜ

l+1 is piecewise
continuous in t and locally Lipschitz in z, uniformly in t ,
on ℜ+ ×N . Suppose that there exist functions U : ℜ

l
→ ℜ+

and V : Z → ℜ+, continuously differentiable and positive
definite in their respective domains, such that

V(z) → ∞ as z → −kb or z → kb

δ7(∥ω∥) ≤ U(ω) ≤ δ8(∥ω∥)

where δ7 and δ8 are class K∞ functions. Let V(η) := V(z) +

U(ω), and z(0) belong to the set z ∈ (−kb, kb). If the following
inequality holds

V̇ =
∂V
∂η

h̄ ≤ 0

then z(t) remains in the open set z ∈ (−kb, kb) ∀t ∈ [0,∞).
Remark 1: In Lemma 2, the state space is split into z and

ω, where z is the state to be constrained and ω is the free
state. The constrained state z requires the barrier function V
to prevent it from reaching the limits −kb and kb, while the
free states may involve quadratic functions.

Lemma 3 [32], [36]: For any inertial parameter vector of
a rigid body φB, there is a one-to-one linear map f : ℜ

10
→

S(4), such that

f (φB) = LB =

[
0.5tr

(
Ī B

)
.1 − Ī B hB

hT
B mB

]
f −1(φB) = φB(mB, hB, tr(6B).1 − 6B)

where mB,hB, and Ī B are the mass, first mass moment, and
rotational inertia matrix, respectively. LB ∈ S(4) is pseudo-
inertia matrix, and 6B = 0.5tr( Ī B) − Ī B.

Lemma 4 [37]: If 5 is considered as a signal exerted to
the system and π is the desired control signal that would
accomplish the control goal in the absence of input constraint,
the issue of input saturation along with input dead zone can
be transformed into an equivalent input saturation by adding
the dead-zone inverse. Then, the equivalent saturation can be
expressed as follows:

5 = ϕb
(
satv

((
ϕ+

b (π)
)))

= satv−b(π)

=


v − b if π ≥ (v − b)

π if (−v + b) < π < (v − b)

−v + b if π ≤ (−v + b)

with satv(a) and ϕb(a) defined as follows:

satv(a) =


v if a ≥ v

a if − v < a < v

−v if a ≤ −v

ϕb(a) =


a − b if a ≥ b
0 if − b < a < b
a + b if a ≤ −b

Fig. 2. Human–robot augmented interaction model.

where v and b are unknown saturation and dead-zone param-
eters. Also, ϕ+

b is the right inverse of ϕb, which satisfies
ϕb.ϕ

+

b = I .
Remark 2: The equivalent saturation constraint in Lemma 4

can be handled by common approaches, such as the anti-
windup strategy. Consider the error between the desired
control signal and the applied control signal as 1 = 5 − π .
In this study, RBFNNs are employed to approximate this 1

that will be explained in the following.

III. DECENTRALIZATION AND AUGMENTATION OF THE
HUMAN–ROBOT MODEL

In this section, the original model in [15] and [32] is
modified, and a new decentralized and augmented pHRI model
is proposed. As it is displayed in Fig. 2, the robot dynamics is
merged with human arm dynamics through the VDC context,
which enables us to design a decentralized controller to
accomplish safe interaction between human and robot.

A. Rigid Body Part

Inspired by (4) and Fig. 2, the dynamics of a rigid body in
free space in the presence of unmodeled dynamics expressed
in frame {B} can be explained as follows:

MB
d
dt

(BV
)
+ CB

(Bω
) BV + GB + 1Fr = B1

( BF∗
)

− F̄d − F̄m (11)

where B1(.) is the internal equivalent saturation function in
the sense of Lemma 4, and F̄d =

dUB
B Fd and F̄m =

mUB
B Fm with Fd and Fm being the unknown disturbance and

interaction force between human arm link and robot rigid body,
respectively, with dUB and mUB being unknown transformation
matrix. Also, 1Fr is the unknown unmodeled dynamics of the
rigid body. Utilizing the VCP concept, the dynamics of the
human arm’s link expressed in frame {B} can be written as
follows:

h MB
d
dt

(BVh
)
+

hCB
BVh +

hGB + 1Fh = Fm (12)

where 1Fh is the unknown unmodeled dynamics of human
arm link, and h(.) and (.)h stand for human. Therefore,
by substituting (12) in (11) and using Lemma 4 and Remark
2 as B1(

BF∗) =
BF∗

− 1F∗ along with defining 1D =

1Fh + 1Fr + 1F∗, we obtain

MB
d
dt

(BV
)
+ CB

(Bω
) BV + GB =

BF∗
− Fd − 1D (13)

whereMB =
h MB+MB, CB =

hCB+CB, and GB =
hGB+GB.
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B. Actuator Part

The actuator dynamics of the robot (Fig. 2) in the presence
of unknown uncertainty and input constraints can be expressed
as follows:

Im q̈ + 1τr = B2
(
τ ∗

)
− τm (14)

where B2(.) is the internal equivalent saturation function in
the sense of Lemma 4, with Im being motor inertia, τ ∗

=

τi − τai being net control torque, where τi is control signal
and τai being defined later, and τm being interaction torque that
drives human joint. 1τr is the unknown actuator uncertainty,
which is estimated by employing RBFNNs. In actuators with
a complex power transmission mechanism, such an estimation
can increase the performance of the controller. Similar to (14),
the human joint dynamics can be written as follows:

Ih q̈ + 1τh = τm − τh (15)

where Ih is the equivalent inertia of the human joint and τh

is HET around the joint created by muscles. Substituting (15)
into (14) and utilizing Lemma 4 and Remark 2 as B2(τ

∗) =

τ ∗
− 1τ ∗ along with defining 1J = 1τh + 1τ ∗

+ 1τr ,
we obtain

Iq̈ = τ ∗
− τh − 1J (16)

where I = Im + Ih .
The new equations specified in (13) and (16) are modified

representations of rigid body and joint dynamics of the robot
augmented with human arm dynamics in a decentralized way.
In these equations, input constraint and unmodeled dynamics
in the actuator part and rigid body, as well as in the human
arm model, are considered. In Section IV, a controller design
procedure is explained for the derived pHRI model.

IV. CONTROL DESIGN AND STABILITY PROOF

In this section, a decentralized controller is designed to
stabilize the pHRI and accomplish the control objectives of the
system. Fig. 3 displays the details of the VDC decomposition
by means of VCP.

A. Force/Velocity Computation

The linear/angular velocity vectors can be computed [15]
using kinematic relationships as according to Fig. 3

BiV =
Ti−1U T

Bi

Ti−1V + µi q̇ i (17)
TiV =

Bi U T
Ti

BiV (18)

where i = 1 . . . 7, T0V =
GV and T7V are the linear/angular

velocity vector of the ground and end-effector, respectively, qi

and q̇ i are the joint angles and velocities, respectively, µi = zτ

for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, µi = yτ for i = 7, and µi = xτ for
i = 5, which zτ = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1]

T, yτ = [0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0]
T,

and xτ = [0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0]
T. Moreover, Bi UTi can be computed

with (1) by replacing B and T with Bi and Ti , respectively.
The required linear/angular velocities can also be expressed
as follows:

BiVr =
Ti−1U T

Bi

Ti−1Vr + µi q̇ri (19)
TiVr =

Bi U T
Ti

BiVr (20)

Fig. 3. Decomposition of pHRI model for decentralized control design.
(a) Virtually decomposed form of entire system with attached VDC frames
and VCP and (b) i th subsystem of decomposed model.

where T0Vr =
GVr and T7Vr are the required linear/angular

velocity vectors of the ground and end-effector, respectively,
and q̇ri is the required joint angular velocity defined as
follows:

q̇ri = q̇di + λi (qdi − qi ) (21)

where the values of λi are positive constants. The
force/moment vectors can be calculated as follows:

B jF =
B j UT j

T jF +
B jF∗ (22)

T j−1F =
T j−1UB j

B jF (23)

with required terms as follows:

B jFr =
B j UT j

T jFr +
B jF∗

r (24)
T j−1Fr =

T j−1UB j
B jFr (25)

where T7F is the interaction force between the end-effector and
environment and T0F is the applied force from joint 1 to the
ground for j = 7 . . . 1. B j F∗

r is the required net force/moment
vector defined in (30).

The required net torques and forces for joints and rigid
bodies, respectively, are actions that make the corresponding
subsystems behave in a desired way, establishing the control
goals of the overall system. The unified control command that
will be transmitted to the motor to accomplish the task can be
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computed as follows:

τi = τ ∗

ri + τari (26)

where τ ∗

ri is defined in (41) and τari is a term related to rigid
body dynamics, computed as follows:

τari = µT
i

BiFr (27)

with i = 1 . . . 7 and BiFr defined in (24).
In this section, the force/velocity and corresponding

required terms are computed, which are important to compute
the control action defined in (26). A detailed explanation
of the control design (τ ∗

ri and BiF∗) and stability analysis
corresponding to each subsystem is provided in the following.

Remark 3: The local control law in (26) has two terms to
consider both dynamics; the first term computes the required
action to achieve the control goal of the subsystem, while the
second term compensates for the dynamics of the rigid body,
such as gravitational and inertia effects. This independent
design approach for each term results in the avoidance of
nonlinearity in the coupled rigid body and actuator dynamics.
However, the coupling nonlinearity is taken into account in
the overall control law (26).

B. Rigid Body Part

As mentioned earlier, 1D in (13) is an unknown unmodeled
dynamics that can be estimated by RBFNNs using Lemma 1

1Di = W ∗T
Di 9(χDi ) + ε∗

Di (28)

where i = 1 . . . , 7, W ∗

Di ∈ ℜ
j×6 is the optimal weights, χDi

is the input vector χDi = [
BiVr ,

BiV, Bi E I ,
Bi ED, τari ]

T with
Bi E I =

∫ t
0 ( BiVr −

BiV)dt , Bi ED =
BiVr −

Bi V , and ε∗

Di =

ε̄∗

Di + Fdi , where ε̄∗

Di ∈ ℜ
6 is the error vector of RBFNNs, and

j is the number of neuron units in RBFNNs. Then, replacing
B with Bi in (13) and utilizing the linear-in-parameter feature,
one can write

MBi

d
dt

(BiVr
)
+ CBi

(Bi ω
) BiVr + GBi = YBi φBi (29)

where i = 1 . . . , 7, YBi ∈ ℜ
6×10 is the compact regressor

matrix defined in [32], and the values of φBi ∈ ℜ
10 are the

constant inertial parameters. In the following theorem, the
stability of the rigid body subsystems is ensured.

Theorem 2: For the decentralized model of pHRI with a
rigid body part represented by the dynamic model of (13), the
corresponding decentralized control action can be designed as
follows:

BiF∗

r = KDi
( BiVr −

BiV
)
+ Ŵ T

Di9(χDi ) + ε̂Di

+KI i

∫ t

0

( BiVr −
BiV

)
dt + YBi φ̂Bi (30)

with the update rules as follows:

˙̂LBi =
1
γ1
L̂Bi SBi L̂Bi (31)

˙̂W Di = 0Bi 9(χDi )
( BiVr −

BiV
)

(32)
˙ε̂Di = γ2i

( BiVr −
BiV

)
(33)

such that the virtual stability of rigid body part is ensured
in the sense of Definition 3. The ˆ(.) denotes estimated value,
γ1 and γ2i are positive constants, and the values of 0Bi are
positive-definite constants. L̂Bi is derived from φ̂Bi utilizing
Lemma 3.

Proof: Replacing B with Bi in (13) and subtracting it from
(30) and utilizing (28) and (29), we have

BiF∗

r −
BiF∗

= KDi
( BiVr −

BiV
)
+ YBi φ̃Bi

+KI i

∫ t

0

( BiVr −
BiV

)
dt+W̃ T

Di9(χDi )+ε̃Di

+MBi

d
dt

(BiVr −
BiV

)
+ CBi

(BiVr −
BiV

)
(34)

where ˜(.) = ˆ(.) − (.)∗ for W̃ and ε̃, and ˜(.) = ˆ(.) − (.) for φ̃.
Based on Definition 1, the nonnegative accompanying func-

tion candidate for stability analysis is

νi (t) =
1
2

(BiVr −
BiV

)TMBi

(BiVr −
BiV

)
+

1
2
{

∫ t

0

( BiVr −
BiV

)
dt}TKI i {

∫ t

0

( BiVr −
BiV

)
dt}

+ γ1DF
(
LBi ∥L̂Bi

)
+

1
2

tr
(
W̃ T

Di 0−1
Bi

W̃ Di
)

+
1

2γ2i
ε̃T

Di ε̃Di (35)

where DF (LBi ∥L̂Bi ) defined as follows [32]:

DF
(
LBi ∥L̂Bi

)
= log

|L̂Bi |

|LBi |
+ tr

(
L̂−1

Bi
LBi

)
− 4 (36)

is the Bregman divergence metric. Taking the derivative of
(35) and using (34) lead to

ν̇i (t) =
(BiVr −

BiV
)T( BiF∗

r −
BiF∗

)
+ γ1tr

([
L̂−1

Bi

˙̂LBi L̂−1
Bi

]
L̃Bi

)
−

(BiVr −
BiV

)T
YBi φ̃Bi

−
(BiVr −

BiV
)TKDi

( BiVr −
BiV

)
−

(BiVr −
BiV

)T
W̃ T

Di9(χDi )

−
(BiVr −

BiV
)T

ε̃Di

−
(BiVr −

BiV
)T CBi

(BiVr −
BiV

)
+

1
γ2i

ε̃T
Di

˙ε̃Di + tr
(

˙̃W T
Di 0−1

Bi
W̃ Di

)
. (37)

Recalling Lemma 3, defining sBi = Y T
Bi

(BiVr −
BiV), exploit-

ing the relationship as follows:(BiVr −
BiV

)T
W̃ T

Di9(χDi )= tr
((BiVr −

BiV
)
9T(χDi ) W̃ Di

)
and using φ̃T

Bi
sBi = tr(L̃BiSBi ), where SBi is a unique symmet-

ric matrix defined in Appendix A, along with the fact that CBi

is a skew-symmetric matrix, we can rewrite (37) as follows:

ν̇i (t) =
(BiVr −

BiV
)T( BiF∗

r −
BiF∗

)
− tr

(
{SBi − γ1

[
L̂−1

Bi

˙̂LBi L̂−1
Bi

]
} L̃Bi

)
−

(BiVr −
BiV

)TKDi
( BiVr −

BiV
)

− tr
(
{
(BiVr −

BiV
)
9T(χDi ) −

˙̃W T
Di 0−1

Bi
}W̃ Di

)
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− ε̃T
Di

((BiVr −
BiV

)
−

1
γ2i

˙ε̃Di

)
. (38)

Finally, by substituting (31)–(33) into (38), one can get

ν̇i (t) =
(BiVr −

BiV
)T( BiF∗

r −
BiF∗

)
−

(BiVr −
BiV

)TKDi
( BiVr −

BiV
)
. ■ (39)

C. Actuator Dynamics Part

In this section, a control signal is designed to stabilize joint
dynamics and obtain control goals. Since the forces in the
muscles generate torque around the joint, the estimation of
the HET is considered in the actuator dynamics part. Utilizing
Lemma 1, 1J can be estimated as follows:

1J i = W ∗T
Ji 9(χJ i ) + ε∗

J i (40)

where i = 1 . . . , 7, W ∗

J i ∈ ℜ
j is the optimal weights, χJ i is

the input vector χJ i = [q̈ri , q̇ri , q̇ i , eai , ėai , τ
∗

ri ]
T, and ε∗

J i =

ε̄∗

J i +τhi , where ε̄∗

J i ∈ ℜ is the error vector of RBFNNs and τhi

is HET represented at the i th subsystem, where j is the number
of neuron units in RBFNNs. In the next theorem, the control
design and stability analysis of joint dynamics is examined.

In this study, state constraint is considered, and BLF is
employed to ensure that the joint angles will not violate
constraints. Joint angles, q = [q1, . . . , q7]

T, are required to
remain in the set |q| < kc for t > 0, with kc = [kc1, . . . , kc7]

T

being the positive constant standing for constraints. Moreover,
the required angles, qr = [q1r , . . . , q7r ]

T, and their higher
derivatives, q̇r and q̈r , have a bound of |qr | < kcr , |q̇r | < kcr1,
and |q̈r | < kcr2. By integrating (21), we have kcr = kcd + c
with |qd | < kcd and c being positive constant as the upper limit
of tracking error integrator. Therefore, the constraint on error,
ea = qr −q, can be derived as kb = kcr −kc. If |ea| < kb, then
all joint angles are kept in the safe region without constraint
violation as long as |e(0)a| < kb. Theorem 3 summarizes the
control law for the actuator dynamics part with state constraint.

Theorem 3: For the decentralized model of pHRI with
actuator dynamics represented by the dynamic model of (16),
the corresponding decentralized control action can be designed
as follows:

τ ∗

ri = kdi
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
+ kI i

∫ t

0

(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
dt

+ Yai φ̂ai + Ŵ T
Ji9(χJ i ) + ε̂ J i +

eai

k2
bi − e2

ai
(41)

with the update rules as follows:

˙̂Lai =
1
ζ
L̂ai Sai L̂ai (42)

˙̂W J i = β1i
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
9(χJ i ) (43)

˙ε̂ J i = β2i
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
(44)

such that the virtual stability of the actuator dynamics part
is ensured in the sense of Definition 3. The ˆ(.) denotes the
estimated value, and ζ , β1i , and β2i are positive constants. L̂ai

is derived from φ̂ai utilizing Lemma 3. Moreover, ea = qr −q
and kbi are in the sense of Lemma 2.

Proof: Subtracting (16) from (41) and using (40), we have

τ ∗

ri − τ ∗

i = kdi
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
+ kI i

∫ t

0

(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
dt + Yai φ̃ai

+ W̃ T
Ji9(χJ i )+ε̃ J i +I

d
dt

(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
+

eai

k2
bi − e2

ai
.

(45)

Then, the accompanying function corresponding to the actua-
tor part can be defined as follows:

νai (t) =
1
2
I
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
+

1
2

kI i {

∫ t

0

(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
dt}2

+ ζDF
(
Lai∥L̂ai

)
+

1
2β2i

ε̃2
J i +

1
2β1i

W̃ T
Ji W̃ j i

+
1
2

log
k2

bi

k2
bi − e2

ai
(46)

where DF (Lai∥L̂ai ) is defined the same as (36). Taking the
derivative of (46) and using (45), one can obtain

ν̇ai (t) =
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)(
τ ∗

ri − τ ∗

i

)
+ ζ tr

([
L̂−1

ai
˙̂Lai L̂−1

ai

]
L̃ai

)
− kdi

(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)2
−

(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
Yai φ̃ai +

ėai eai

k2
bi − e2

ai

−
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
W̃ T

Ji9(χJ i ) −
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)
ε̃ J i

−
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

) eai

k2
bi − e2

ai
+

1
β2i

ε̃ J i
˙ε̃ J i +

1
β1i

˙̃W T
Ji W̃ J i .

(47)

Now, by defining sai = Y T
ai (q̇ri − q̇ i ), replacing (42)–(44) in

(47), and using the fact that ėa = q̇r − q̇, we get to

ν̇ai (t) =
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)(
τ ∗

ri − τ ∗

i

)
− kdi

(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)2
. ■ (48)

In the control signal (41), the last term is related to the state
constraint, which is derived from the logarithmic Lyapunov
function. In this constraint term, defining error based on the
required angle applies much stricter control action to avoid
violating the constraints, resulting in a very small tracking
error. Moreover, HET τhi is estimated along with the error
vector of RBFNNs.

In the following, the final theorem for stability analysis of
the entire system is provided.

Theorem 4: The entire pHRI model, which is represented
by (13) and (16) in the decentralized model, is asymptotically
stable in the sense of Theorem 1 under the control action of
(26) with update laws of (31)–(33) and (42)–(44).

Proof: See Appendix B.
Remark 4: It must be clarified that the proposed approach

in this study ensures the stability of the interaction in pHRI.
Consider the dynamic equations of the exoskeleton in Carte-
sian space represented at the end-effector frame as follows:

Mex Ẍ + Bex Ẋ + Kex X = F − Fc

where Mex , Bex , and Kex are the inertia, damping, and stiffness
matrices of the exoskeleton defined in Cartesian space, and X
is the position of end-effector. F is the designed force, and Fc

is the interaction force between a human and the exoskeleton.
Then, the interaction force can be computed as follows [25]:

Fc = Mh Ẍ h + Bh Ẋ h + Kh Xh + Fh
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Fig. 4. Experiment steps for the first part of performance evaluation (a) initial configuration, actuation of (b) second, (c) third, (d) fourth, (e) sixth, and
(f) last joint. The joints in actuation work in trajectory tracking mode, while others are in set point control mode.

where Xh and Fh are the position and exogenous force of the
human arm defined in Cartesian space, respectively, with Mh ,
Bh , and Kh being inertia, damping, and stiffness matrices of
the human arm, respectively. Therefore, the interaction force
Fc depends on the inertial parameters of the human arm along
with the exogenous force of muscles. In (13) and (16), both of
the mentioned factors have been considered in the control law,
presented in (26). This shows that the presented control law
ensures the stability of the interaction in joint space, while
passivity-based methods [38] or impedance control methods
[39] analyzes interaction stability at the end-effector frame.

V. RESULTS

In this section, the experimental results are provided
to evaluate the performance of the proposed neuroadap-
tive decentralized controller in comparison with the original
VDC, proportional-derivative (PD), and proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controllers. The experiments are performed
using the commercial seven-DoF upper limb exoskeleton
ABLE [29]. All high-level processes are accomplished in a
host computer, and computed torque signals are transmitted
to the robot using SIMULINK and the Virtuose interface,
provided by Haption, with a sample time of 1 ms. The
real-time pacer of SIMULINK is utilized to ensure that the
experiments will be real time with the desired sample time.
The performance of the presented controller is investigated
in four levels. First, the comparison of the presented con-
troller with the original VDC is done. Then, the performance
of the controllers is evaluated in three different trajectories
and velocities (Fig. 4), with three different operators, and
with unknown disturbances. A fifth-order acceleration-smooth
trajectory generator [40] is utilized to produce a desired
trajectory between two points. This generator gets the initial
and final point and generates a smooth trajectory based on task
execution time t f , indicating the velocity. The smaller the t f ,
the faster the trajectory. The radial basis function for RBFNN
in (28) and (40) is chosen as a Gaussian function described
as 9j(χ) = exp([−(χ − cj)

T(χ − cj)/(b2
j )]), with cj and bj

denoting the center and width of the neural cell in jth unit.
In this study, the value for cj is randomly selected in [−1, 1]

and bj = 1 for all the 500 nodes.
In order to better evaluate and compare the proposed

controller with the original VDC, the experimental result of
controlling a single joint of the exoskeleton (joint number
three) is reported. Control gains are set to: λ3 = 5, KD3 =

2, KI 3 = 4, kd3 = 0.5, kI 3 = 4, and kb3 = 5. Fig. 5
demonstrates the tracking performance of both controllers.
As can be seen from Fig. 5(a) and (b), the tracking error

Fig. 5. Experimental results of joint number three for comparison of original
VDC and proposed controller. (a) Trajectory tracking, (b) tracking error, and
(c) velocity tracking. The orange dashed line is the desired trajectory, the blue
solid line is for the VDC controller, and the solid red line is for the proposed
controller.

with the proposed controller is considerably lower than the
original VDC given the same control gains. Fig. 5(c), also,
displays the desired joint velocity tracking. It can be concluded
that even for such a fast motion (around 60◦/s), the proposed
controller perfectly follows the desired trajectory. The root-
mean-square (rms) value of the tracking error for the original
VDC and proposed controller is 1.92◦ and 0.28◦, respectively.
Such an excellent performance happens when both controllers
require approximately the same torque (the rms torque value
for the original VDC and presented controller is 2.04 and 2.14,
respectively). In addition, in order to evaluate the effect of con-
trol gains over the stability and performance of the proposed
controller, the tracking error with 40%, 60%, 100%, and 130%
of the abovementioned control gains is provided in Fig. 6.
The rms value of 40%, 60%, 100%, and 130% is 0.39, 0.37,
0.28, and 0.27. All these show that the proposed controller is
robust against control parameters. In the following, the result
of the presented controller is compared with the PD and PID
controllers.

The PD and PID controllers are defined as follows:

τPD(t) = kpi (qdi − qi (t)) + kvi
(
q̇di − q̇ i (t)

)
(49)

τPID(t) = τPD(t) + k̄ I i

∫ t

0

(
q̇di − q̇ i

)
dt (50)
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Fig. 6. Control parameter sensitivity analysis.

TABLE I
CONTROL PARAMETERS FOR EXPERIMENT

where kpi , kvi , and k̄ I i are positive constants. To evaluate
the performance of each controller, the performance index is
defined as follows [41]:

J = max(|e|)/ max
(
|q̇|

)
(51)

where |.| is the absolute value function and joint tracking error
defined as e(t) = qd(t)−q(t). In contrast to other indices that
are based on error, the chosen index computes the ratio of the
maximum error and maximum velocity. If a controller achieves
a very small error in a very slow motion, the index will show a
bigger number than when the controller achieves a small error
in high velocity. Undoubtedly, having a small error in faster
motion is desired and demonstrates the perfect performance of
the controller. The control parameters utilized for this part of
the experiments are presented in Table I. The constraint param-
eters in (41) are as kc = [10, 30, 40, 60, 25, 25, 25]

T(◦) and
kcr = [15, 35, 48, 68, 40, 40, 40]

T(◦), which result in error
constraint as kb = [5, 5, 8, 8, 15, 15, 15]

T(◦). The saturation
level for the first four motors is ±5 N·m and for the last three
joints ±1.2 N·m. The dead-zone parameters are considered
unknown.

Fig. 7 depicts the experimental results of tracking error for
all three controllers with different trajectories. Fig. 7(a)–(c)
shows the trajectory tracking error under the proposed, PD,
and PID controllers in three different velocities, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 7(b) and (c), PD and PID controllers could
not show a good performance, especially in control of the last
two joints (wrist) that are driven by ball screws and cable.
As a result, steps e and f in Fig. 4 are terminated with-
out accomplishment due to the instability of the controllers.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF CONTROLLERS WITH DIFFERENT

HUMAN USERS WITH t f = 2s

In contrast, not only the proposed controller could stabilize the
last two joints but also reached a tracking error of less than two
degrees. This is because the unknown dynamics of the rigid
body and actuator part are learned through RBF networks,
enabling the proposed controller to handle uncertainties. More-
over, as it can be seen from Fig. 7(a), the tracking errors of
all joints with different angular velocities are less than the
error limit, kb, ensuring safety despite joint angular velocity.
Fig 8, in addition, demonstrates the trajectory tracking with
t f = 2s for three controllers. Instability in the last two joints
is shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c), which resulted in the termination
of the experiment. However, the perfect performance of the
presented controller can be seen in Fig. 8(a). The rms value
for the performance index J , defined in (51), of all joints
related to Fig. 8 is 0.625, 0.563, and 0.0068 for PD, PID,
and proposed controller, respectively. To better evaluate the
performance of the controllers, rms of joint tracking errors
(RMSE) needs to be provided as well. The maximum RMSE
of all seven joints is 2.95, 3.08, and 0.26 for PD, PID, and
VDC, respectively. The provided metrics perfectly show that
the proposed controller has demonstrated good performance
in accomplishing the objectives.

Fig. 9 depicts the norm of updated neural network param-
eters along with the estimation of unknown rigid body
parameters. Fig. 9(a) shows the norm of the updated weights
and error vector for all the rigid bodies. Fig. 9(b) displays
the norm of the updated weights and error vector for all
the joints. Fig. 9(c) demonstrates the norm of the estimated
unknown inertial parameters of all rigid bodies. As these
figures illustrate, all the norms of estimated parameters are
bounded during the experiments. Therefore, the stability of the
robot and all states under the designed controller is validated
experimentally.

Table II demonstrates the rms value for J and torque for
PID and the proposed controller subjected to different human
operators (Fig. 10). The detail of each user is as follows.
Subject 1: 28 years old, 175 cm, and 110 kg. Subject 2:
30 years old, 190 cm, and 120 kg. Subject 3: 31 years old,
186.5 cm, and 90 kg. None of the subjects are informed
about the robot’s motion, which allows us to evaluate the
performance of controllers in the existence of human arm
resistance. As can be seen from Table II, the performance of
the designed controller is much better than the PID controller.
Such a perfect performance is due to the incorporation of HET
and human arm parameter estimation into the VDC control
scheme. To achieve the results in Table II for performance
evaluation, only the second and third joints are in trajectory
tracking mode, and others are only commanded to stay in the
initial configuration. This is because the PID controller cannot
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Fig. 7. Tracking error of each joint in experiments with different controllers and trajectories. (a) Proposed controller, (b) PD controller, and (c) PID controller.
Each color in the figures represents the joint number.

Fig. 8. Experimental results of trajectory tracking of each joint with t f = 2s.
(a) Proposed controller, (b) PD controller, and (c) PID controller. The dashed
line is the desired trajectory, and the solid line is the actual signal. Due to
instability in joints 6 and 7, experiments are terminated sooner in (b) and (c).

stabilize the wrist joints (last two joints), and it is not safe for
users.

Fig. 11 demonstrates the setup for examining the per-
formance of each controller in the presence of unknown
disturbance. Disturbances are applied by a human to different
locations on the robot arm with unknown directions and
magnitudes. The results are displayed in Fig. 12 for the PID
and the proposed controller. As can be seen from Fig. 12(a),
PID control could not tolerate unknown disturbances and
got unstable with huge errors. In contrast, the presented
controller [Fig. 12(b)] ensured the stability of the robot in
the presence of such an unknown disturbance with unknown
magnitude and direction. It can be seen from Fig. 12(b) that
the proposed controller guaranteed the state constraints despite
unknown disturbances, which shows the excellent result of
incorporating RBFNNs and BLF into the VDC scheme. The

Fig. 9. Time history of parameter adaptation. RBFNN parameter estimation
is shown in (a) rigid body and (b) joint part. (c) Norm of inertial parameter
estimation of the entire exoskeleton.

Fig. 10. Experiments of different human operators. (a) Subject 1, (b) sub-
ject 2, and (c) subject 3.

mentioned results perfectly demonstrate the robustness of the
proposed controller in different scenarios, ensuring the safety
of the human operators and robot during pHRI. It is worth
mentioning that the run-to-sim ratio provided by SIMULINK
for the performed experiments is 1.08. This perfectly shows
that despite RBFNNs, the experiments are performed in real
time.
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Fig. 11. Experimental setup for disturbance rejection capability analysis.

Fig. 12. Tracking error of all joints of the robot under unknown disturbances.
With (a) PID controller and (b) proposed controller. Each color demonstrates
a joint.

VI. CONCLUSION

Considering the safety of human operators in the pHRI
of upper limb exoskeleton, this study designed a robust
RBFNN-based adaptive decentralized controller that ensures
the safety of human operators by considering unknown robot
and human model uncertainty, actuator dynamics constraints,
and uncertainties. The employed VDC scheme helped to break
down the entire complex system into subsystems and design
the controller at the subsystem level. Estimating HET and
inertial parameters of the human arm and considering them
in the control law increased the performance of the designed
controller and made it robust and adaptable to different human
operators. In order to apply constraints on states and guar-
antee physical safety, the control law is modified using the
BLF. It is shown that having BLF for state constraint along
with RBFNNs for estimating unknown disturbance and model
uncertainty increased the robustness and performance of the
proposed controller in comparison with the original VDC. The
stability of the entire system under the designed control law is
analyzed by means of virtual stability and VPFs, and asymp-
totic stability is established. Finally, experimental results are
performed to examine the robustness and performance of the

proposed controller. As is demonstrated in the results section,
the presented controller demonstrated excellent performance in
stabilizing the system and accomplishing the control objectives
in the presence of unknown uncertainties and disturbances in
comparison with PD and PID controllers.

VII. APPENDIX

A. Defining a Unique Symmetric Matrix

The standard inner product defined between the inertial
parameter vector φBi ∈ ℜ

10 and a coefficient vector sBi ∈ ℜ
10

can be uniquely restated as the trace product between pseudo-
inertia matrix and some 4 × 4 symmetric matrix as follows:

φT
Bi

sBi = tr
(
LBiSBi

(
sBi

))
with

SBi (s) =


s6 + s7 −0.5s8 −0.5s10 0.5s2
−0.5s8 s5 + s7 −0.5s9 0.5s3
−0.5s10 −0.5s9 s5 + s6 0.5s4

0.5s2 0.5s3 0.5s4 s1

.

B. Proof of Theorem 4

In order to prove Theorem 4, we need to rewrite the first
terms of (39) and (48) for i = 1 . . . , 7. It follows from (3),
(7), (22), (24), and (48)(B1Vr −

B1V
)T( B1F∗

r −
B1F∗

)
=

(B1Vr −
B1V

)T( B1Fr −
B1F

)
−

(B1U T
T1

(B1Vr −
B1V

))T( B1Fr −
B1F

)
=

(B1Vr −
B1V

)T ( B1Fr −
B1F

)
−

(T1Vr −
T1V

)T ( T1Fr −
T1F

)
= pB1 − pT1. (I.1)

In the same way, we have for all the frames(B2Vr −
B2V

)T( B2F∗

r −
B2F∗

)
=

(B2Vr −
B2V

)T( B2Fr −
B2F

)
−

(T2Vr −
T2V

)T ( T2Fr −
T2F

)
(I.2)

= pB2 − pT2(B3Vr −
B3V

)T( B3F∗

r −
B3F∗

)
=

(B3Vr −
B3V

)T( B3Fr −
B3F

)
−

(T3Vr −
T3V

)T ( T3Fr −
T3F

)
(I.3)

= pB3 − pT3(B4Vr −
B4V

)T( B4F∗

r −
B4F∗

)
=

(B4Vr −
B4V

)T( B4Fr −
B4F

)
−

(T4Vr −
T4V

)T ( T4Fr −
T4F

)
(I.4)

= pB4 − pT4(B5Vr −
B5V

)T( B5F∗

r −
B5F∗

)
=

(B5Vr −
B5V

)T( B5Fr −
B5F

)
−

(T5Vr −
T5V

)T ( T5Fr −
T5F

)
(I.5)

= pB5 − pT5(B6Vr −
B6V

)T( B6F∗

r −
B6F∗

)
=

(B6Vr −
B6V

)T( B6Fr −
B6F

)
−

(T6Vr −
T6V

)T ( T6Fr −
T6F

)
(I.6)

= pB6 − pT6(B7Vr −
B7V

)T( B7F∗

r −
B7F∗

)
=

(B7Vr −
B7V

)T( B7Fr −
B7F

)
−

(T7Vr −
T7V

)T ( T7Fr −
T7F

)
= pB7 − pT7. (I.7)
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By subtracting τ ∗
= τi − τai from (26), one can write

τ ∗

ri − τ ∗

i = −(τari − τai ). (I.8)

Then, utilizing (3), (7), (17), (19), (27), and (I.8), we can write
the first term of (48) as follows:(

q̇r1 − q̇1
)(

τ ∗

r1 − τ ∗

1

)
= −

(
q̇r1 − q̇1

)
(τar1 − τa1) =

−
(( B1Vr −

B1V
)
−

T0 U T
B1

( T0Vr −
T0V

))T( B1Fr −
B1F

)
= −

( B1Vr −
B1V

)T( B1Fr −
B1F

)
+

( T0Vr −
T0V

)T( T0Fr −
T0F

)
= −pB1 + pT0. (I.9)

In the same way, it can be done for all the joints(
q̇r2 − q̇2

)(
τ ∗

r2 − τ ∗

2

)
= −

(
q̇r2 − q̇2

)
(τar2 − τa2) =

−
( B2Vr −

B2V
)T( B2Fr −

B2F
)

(I.10)

+
( T1Vr −

T1V
)T( T1Fr −

T1F
)

= −pB2 + pT1(
q̇r3 − q̇3

)(
τ ∗

r3 − τ ∗

3

)
= −

(
q̇r3 − q̇3

)
(τar3 − τa3) =

−
( B3Vr −

B3V
)T( B3Fr −

B3F
)

(I.11)

+
( T2Vr −

T2V
)T( T2Fr −

T2F
)

= −pB3 + pT2(
q̇r4 − q̇4

)(
τ ∗

r4 − τ ∗

4

)
= −

(
q̇r4 − q̇4

)
(τar4 − τa4) =

−
( B4Vr −

B4V
)T( B4Fr −

B4F
)

(I.12)

+
( T3Vr −

T3V
)T( T3Fr −

T3F
)

= −pB4 + pT3(
q̇r5 − q̇5

)(
τ ∗

r5 − τ ∗

5

)
= −

(
q̇r5 − q̇5

)
(τar5 − τa5) =

−
( B5Vr −

B5V
)T( B5Fr −

B5F
)

(I.13)

+
( T4Vr −

T4V
)T( T4Fr −

T4F
)

= −pB5 + pT4(
q̇r6 − q̇6

)(
τ ∗

r6 − τ ∗

6

)
= −

(
q̇r6 − q̇6

)
(τar6 − τa6) =

−
( B6Vr −

B6V
)T( B6Fr −

B6F
)

(I.14)

+
( T5Vr −

T5V
)T( T5Fr −

T5F
)

= −pB6 + pT5(
q̇r7 − q̇7

)(
τ ∗

r7 − τ ∗

7

)
= −

(
q̇r7 − q̇7

)
(τar7 − τa7) =

−
( B7Vr −

B7V
)T( B7Fr −

B7F
)

+
( T6Vr −

T6V
)T( T6Fr −

T6F
)

= −pB7 + pT6. (I.15)

Now, the general accompanying function can be defined as
follows:

ν(t) =

7∑
i=1

(νi (t) + νai (t)). (I.16)

By taking the time derivative of (I.16) and using (39) and (48)
one can obtain

ν̇(t) =

7∑
i=1

[(BiVr −
BiV

)T( BiF∗

r −
BiF∗

)
−

(BiVr −
BiV

)TKDi
( BiVr −

BiV
)

+
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)(
τ ∗

ri − τ ∗

i

)
− kdi

(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)2
]
. (I.17)

Then, by expanding the summation and replacing (I.1)–(I.7)
and (I.9)–(I.15) in (I.17) for i = 1 . . . 7, one can achieve

ν̇(t) =

7∑
i=1

[
−

(BiVr −
BiV

)TKDi
( BiVr −

BiV
)

−kdi
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)2
]

+ pB1 − pT1 + pB2 − pT2

+ pB3 − pT3 + pB4 − pT4 + pB5 − pT5 + pB6

− pT6 + pB7 − pT7 − pB1 + pT0 − pB2 + pT1

− pB3 + pT2 − pB4 + pT3 − pB5 + pT4 − pB6

+ pT5 − pB7 + pT6. (I.18)

We can see that all the VPFs cancel out each other, and we
have

ν̇(t) =

7∑
i=1

[
−

(BiVr −
BiV

)TKDi
( BiVr −

BiV
)

−kdi
(
q̇ri − q̇ i

)2
]

+ pT0 − pT7. (I.19)

The remaining terms in (I.19), pT7 and pT0, correspond to
interaction with an environment and moving ground, respec-
tively. Because of the fact that in our case, the exoskeleton has
a fixed base and no contact with the environment, and these
terms vanish. Therefore, we will have

ν̇(t) = −

7∑
i=1

(
kdi

(
q̇r − q̇ i

)2
+

(BiVr −
BiV

)TKDi( BiVr −
BiV

))
≤ 0. (I.20)

Thereby, the asymptotic stability of the entire system under the
designed decentralized controller and considering Theorem 1
and (I.20) is achieved. Consequently, it can be concluded that
for a given bounded desired trajectory qd , q̇d , and q̈d , the
boundedness of all the signals is ensured. Moreover, with
respect to Lemma 2 and (I.20), it can be concluded that
|ea| < kb for t > 0, which ensures joint will stay within a safe
region without constraint violation.
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